In this paper, we develop a new encryption scheme based on the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm and the degree of difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). In public key cryptography, a secret key is often used for a long period of time, thus expelling the secret key. Moreover, devices used to calculate cryptography can also be physically attacked, leading to the secret key being exposed. This paper proposes a new encryption scheme to reduce the risk of revealing a secret key.
Introduction
In recent years cryptography uses and attaches more mathematics, encryption is more used in network security. This is a very important industry and has many uses in human social life. Along with the development of the Internet, cryptographic research has become increasingly diversified, opening up many areas of research in depth. Encryption applications not only encrypt and decode information but also cover a variety of issues that need to be investigated and resolved such as: authenticating the origin of information content, authenticating the owner of the lock code, The process of exchanging information securely online.
However, the security and coding time is the problem that algorithms tend to optimize in addition to the key exchange problem is also a general impediment to the algorithm. This issue may refer to two recent articles, one about the safety of Poincheval and Stern and the counterfeiting of Bleichenbacher's signature.
In order to overcome these obstacles, we propose to develop a new encryption scheme based on the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm and the difficulty of the discrete logistic problem (DLP).
The rest of the article is presented as follows. Part 2: Some basic concepts. Part 3: Eliminate the drawbacks of Elgamal; Part 4: Proposed new schema based on ElGamal ; Part 5: References.
Some Basic Concepts
A. ElGamal Encryption Definition [1, 4] Elgama bile was proposed in 1984 on the basis of a discrete logarithm problem. Then, the US DSS [6] and GOST R34.10-94 [7] of the Russian Federation were developed on the basis of the digital signature algorithm of the cryptosystem, while the cryptographic algorithm The ElGamal public key has been used by the National Security Agency (NSA).
+) Parametric and key shaping algorithms
The members of the system want to exchange confidential information with Elgamma cryptographic algorithm, the key formation process is as follows:
1-Select prime numbers large enough p so that the logarithm problem in is hard to solve. 2-Select as the primitive element. 3-Select the secret key x as a random number such that:
Generic public key y according to the formula:
(1)
+) Encryption algorithms
Suppose the sender is A, the receiver is B. The sender A has the secret key:
and the public key is: The receiver B has a secret key of:
and the public key is: . Then, to send message M to B, with: , Sender A will perform the following steps:
1-Select the random number k satisfactory:
. Calculate the R value by the formula:
2-Use public key of B to calculate:
3-Send the code (C, R) to the receiver B.
+) Decoding algorithms
To retrieve the original message (M) from the ciphertext (C, R) received, the receiver B performs the following steps:
1-Calculate the Z value by the formula: 
Thus, the message received after decoding (M) is the original message (M).
B. Analyze and Reviews.
+) Analysis
Let p be an element large enough: Α is a primitive element in: { } A is a random integer number: The ELGAMAL secret system is a set of 5 components (Ρ, C, K, E, D); Where: , Lock space { } with . For each: Where:
is the public key used to encrypt is the secret key used to decrypt and execute the digit. E and D: For each , there exists a mapping and a mapping of and such that ( ) In the ELGAMAL cryptosystem, the coding function and decryption function are chosen as follows: Let:
and select a random number (secret):
Where:
Thus is the cipher block corresponding to the plain block x. The decoding function: (10) It is easy to test that:
+) Reviews.
-Obviously, in the ELGAMAL code the length of each block would be twice the length of each block.
Thus it occupies a lot of capacity and time to transmit ciphertext. The greater the length of the notice, the greater the amount of cached code and transmission time. -If there are two identical blocks in the message, the two corresponding blocks of code are equal. This is a vulnerability for cryptographic analysts. Based on the above comment, the proposed ElGamal algorithm improvement could overcome these two disadvantages.
Eliminate the Drawbacks of Elgamal
To overcome weakness 2 of the above comment, we do the following: Suppose we want to encode an X message with an ELGAMAL encryption algorithm. First of all, we use the displacement method with the displacement key:
Where: m is an arbitrary natural number but not too small. Using the ek transformation algorithm we have:
We then use the ELGAMAL password to encrypt the ciphertext instead of the plaintext X. Thus, there is absolutely no code block in the Y code, and therefore there is no fear of duplication of blocks in the ciphertext of the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm.
Thus the second weakness of the ELGAMAL cryptosystem is overcome.
To overcome the first disadvantage, we do the following: Given that p is a large prime number (larger than or equal to 512 bits) so that p-1 has an elemental atom with a size greater than or equal to 160 bits, we denote the elemental nucleus as Q. Now consider the ELGAMAL cryptosystem with clear space (not ). The cipher space would be: The public key is The secret key is Encoding process: Suppose and the public key are Randomize and keep some secret Calculate Where: Process decoding. Put Prove We have: (13) Instead of and we have:
(15)(Must prove)
Swap key locks:
Depending on the length and shortness of the displacement key, we can divide it into one or two blocks of not more than 160 bits in size, which are then placed at the end of the transcript. Then the code is normal and informs the real destination first.
After receiving the ELGAMAL code, the receiver will decrypt normally and know that the last / last block is the transposition key, so that the receiver will solve the transposition code to find out the message from the person. sends.
Proposed New Schema based on ElGamal

+) Parametric and key formation [2]
-Choose a pair of prime numbers p and q with as prime numbers. -Select random primes with length . -Select g as the primitive element:
Assuming the sender is A, the receiver is B. The key exchange on the DLP problem with general parameters is
In which A has the secret key:
The public key is: B has a secret key: xB, the public key is: . Then the public key will be calculated according to the formula
A). Encryption and decryption algorithms
Suppose the sender is A, the receiver is B. The sender A has the secret key: and the public key is: The receiver B has a secret key of : and the public key is: . Then, to send message M to B, with: , Sender A will perform the following steps:
1. Select the random number k satisfactory:
2. Use public key of B to calculate: (20) 3. Send the code (C, R) to the receiver B.
+) Decoding algorithms
1. Calculate the Z value by the formula: 
B). Encryption and decryption algorithms
Suppose the sender is A, the receiver is B. The sender A has the secret key: and the public key is: . The receiver B has a secret key of : and the public key is: . Then, to send message M to B, with: , Sender A will perform the following steps:
Step Similarly we will prove: ̅ when We have:
Which:
That ̅̅̅ replace the formula we have:
C). Encryption and decryption algorithms +) Encryption algorithms
Suppose the sender is A, the receiver is B. The sender A has the secret key: and the public key is: . The receiver B has a secret key of: and the public key is: . Then, to send message M to B, with: , Sender A will perform the following steps:
1-Select the random number k satisfactory: 2-Calculate the value of R according to the formula:
(31) 3-Calculate the value of E according to the formula: The article proposes a new encoding scheme based on the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm and the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). However, with prime q of size 160bit to solve the discrete Logarithm problem y A = g x A mod p, where g is an element of q in Z p , it should use O (2 80 ) operations, with the current methods post This math is very difficult to solve. The proposed encryption scheme addresses the disadvantages of revealing a secret key for a period of time, and the applicability of the advanced algorithm is fully applicable in practice.
Concude
This article proposes improvements to the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm. The proposed encryption algorithm has solved the disadvantages of the ELGAMAL algorithm and the application capabilities of the advanced algorithm are fully applicable in practice.
Ciphertext size has been significantly reduced: each code block has been reduced to 2.3 times. Thus, each code block of normal ELGAMAL cryptography is about 1024 bits in size, now it is reduced to only 320 bits. Since then, the first weakness has been resolved. Here, we need to take note of the prime number p. In order to obtain the prime factor q of 160 bits, the prime number p must not be large enough, but also prime numbers. There is now an algorithm for finding large and strong prime numbers [3] .
The article proposes a new encoding scheme based on the ELGAMAL encryption algorithm and the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). However, with prime q of size 160bit to solve the discrete Logarithm problem yA = gxA mod p, where g is an element of q in Zp, it should use O (280) operations, with the current methods post This math is very difficult to solve. The proposed encryption scheme addresses the disadvantages of revealing a secret key for a period of time, and the applicability of the advanced algorithm is fully applicable in practice.
